CUCA
Created and helmed by dynamic
duo Spaniard Virginia Entizne and
Canadian Chef Kevin Cherkas
(protégée of Spain’s legendary
Michelin three-star El Bulli),
Jimbaran’s Cuca has been a foodies’
favourite since it was fi rst launched
in 2013. Cuca expresses a clever
comfort food, casual fi ne-dining and

Cuca works directly with local

sharing concept, with cutting-edge

farmers, even cultivating exclusive

Tapas, Cocktails and Desserts-led

products with exact specifi cations,

menu infused with intense taste focus

such as baby corn for their Cuban

and western cooking techniques. Yet

Corn dish and specialist herbs

this Slow Food Bali member strictly

from Bedugul’s highland farms,

uses 100 per cent fi ne, natural

where much of Cuca’s super quality

produce sourced from across the

produce originates from.

Indonesian archipelago – and where

They also employ salt farmers

possible, organic. Except for wines,

in East Bali to supply top-grade

nothing is imported and everything is

sea salts, hand-crafted following a

house-made from scratch.

millennium-old artisanal technique

Supporting the islands artisanal

and contributing to Cuca Salts – a

finding methods to use or eliminate

producers and local farmers,

local gourmet product infused with

them. After implementing numerous

especially the Balinese, Cuca

fresh essences of deeply-rooted

measures, further positive changes

showcases Indonesia’s amazing

Balinese ingredients retailing at the

include transferring all their food

natural bounty – working with what’s

Jimbaran restaurant and discerning

waste to feed local farm animals,

fresh, local and available inspires

establishments.

and drinking straws replaced by

delicious new Western-influenced
dishes, not the other way round.

Cuca also uses a local recycling
company to collect their recyclable

re-usable materials.
‘’Cuca is defi nitely

waste materials – to fi nd inventive

environmentally-conscious,’’ states

new uses for soft drink glass

Virginia. ‘’We believe this is an on-

bottles and recycle their old wine

going duty we owe to Bali and try

bottles by cutting the glass down

our best to inculcate this philosophy

and converting them into drinking

to our team.’’

glasses and flower vases. Even
Cuca’s large street signage is

Cuca

created from recycled nails. Cuca
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has spent the last few months
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specifically analyzing all items that

www.cucaflavor.com

end-up in the garbage bin, and
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